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Abstract
In this paper, we examine the recognition of irony by both humans and automatic systems. We achieve this by
enhancing the annotations of an English benchmark data set for irony detection. This enhancement involves a layer
of human-annotated irony likelihood using a 7-point Likert scale that combines binary annotation with a confidence
measure. Additionally, the annotators indicated the trigger words that led them to perceive the text as ironic, which
leveraged necessary theoretical insights into the definition of irony and its various forms. By comparing these
trigger word spans across annotators, we determine the extent to which humans agree on the source of irony
in a text. Finally, we compare the human-annotated spans with sub-token importance attributions for fine-tuned
transformers using Layer Integrated Gradients, a state-of-the-art interpretability metric. Our results indicate that
our model achieves better performance on tweets that were annotated with high confidence and high agreement.
Although automatic systems can identify trigger words with relative success, they still attribute a significant amount
of their importance to the wrong tokens.
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1. Motivation & Related Work

Irony and sarcasm are often used as rhetorical
devices in a face-protecting communication strat-
egy (Brown and Levinson, 1987). When uttering
criticism or refuting someone’s idea, people may
use positive wordings ironically as an indirect way
to express their disapproval or a negative attitude.
As such, ironic statements often convey the oppo-
site of what is actually intended (Wilson and Sper-
ber, 2012). In literature, the terms sarcasm and
irony are generally used to describe the same phe-
nomenon, although sarcasm is sometimes consid-
ered a variant of irony that is intended to offend,
hurt or ridicule someone or something (Clift, 1999;
Joshi et al., 2017). In this paper, we use the term
irony for both ironic and sarcastic utterances.
In the most evident examples of irony, the au-

thor expresses a negative viewpoint using a posi-
tive wording, by stating for instance “I love it when
my paper gets rejected based on one bad review”.
While the actual feeling of the author is not being
expressed (i.e. they are not amused with the fact
that the paper got rejected), the intended readers
should understand the irony because they are fa-
miliar with the situation and understand the oppo-
sition that is expressed. Relying on shared implicit
background knowledge makes irony often chal-

lenging to recognize, not only for humans but even
more so for automated systems that do not pos-
sess such information.
To address this issue, researchers have aimed

to model irony as a contrast between the senti-
ments of evaluations and their corresponding top-
ics. This has been implemented both through rule-
based systems (Riloff et al., 2013) and by explor-
ing data-driven approaches (Van Hee et al., 2018c;
Maladry et al., 2023b). However, others have
moved away from the evaluation versus topic inter-
pretation and instead search for text spans or “ac-
tivators” that contradict each other in other ways
than the sentiment they carry, such as factual
oppositions and paradoxes (Karoui et al., 2017;
Cignarella et al., 2018). This liberal interpreta-
tion allows them to describe more varied forms of
irony. Still, both interpretations presume that an-
notators can confidently decide on a binary label
since they possess all relevant contextual informa-
tion and shared implicit knowledge. However, this
is often not the case. Irony is ambiguous by de-
sign and humans may therefore doubt whether a
statement is ironic or not. Forcing a binary choice
on an annotator in doubt can then result in a sub-
optimal label that does not accurately present the
annotator’s opinion (Hutt et al., 2013).
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Figure 1: Representation of the irony likelihood scale.

Therefore, we propose the following novel con-
tributions: (1) Enhancing the pre-existing binary
irony labels with confidence information using a 7-
point Likert scale for irony likelihood. By doing so,
the provided labels are more nuanced and suitable
to represent the subjective task of irony detection.
In addition, (2) we tasked the annotators with indi-
cating the trigger words that convince them that a
text is ironic. This allows us to investigate to what
extent human annotators use the same rationale
to identify and justify the irony of a text. (3) After
analyzing human agreement on both tasks, we in-
vestigate the performance of fine-tuned transform-
ers on irony detection and evaluate them in light of
our fine-grained annotations. (4) Finally, we gauge
whether these automatic systems employ human-
like rationales using Layer Integrated Gradients to
signify the importance of each word for the sys-
tem’s classification.

2. Data Description

In our experimental setup we utilize the cor-
pus built for the SemEval-2018 task 3 (Van Hee
et al., 2018a). This is a collection of English
tweets, which were posted between 01/12/2014
and 04/01/2015 and gathered using the search
terms #irony, #sarcasm and #not. The not-ironic
tweets in this corpus were posted by the same
users and were collected without any specific
search term. For the shared task, all tweets were
manually annotated for binary irony classification
in their original form (including the irony-related
hashtags that were used to scrape them). This
manual evaluation revealed that a significant 19%
of the tweets containing these hashtags were, in
fact, not ironic, or could not be defined as such
without additional context (Van Hee et al., 2016).
Additionally, in 52% of the ironic samples the irony
hashtag was essential to recognize the irony ac-
cording to the annotators. For training and evalua-
tion, the hashtags were then removed, leaving the
system without this essential contextual informa-

tion. After conducting a manual evaluation, it be-
came apparent that the irony hashtag had signifi-
cantly impacted the manual labeling process. Sim-
ply omitting the hashtags for training and evalua-
tion would lead to an unjust comparison between
the manually annotated gold standard and the sys-
tem predictions. We therefore decided to redo the
annotations after omitting all irony-related hash-
tags. Considering that many tweets were previ-
ously labeled as “not ironic” even with the irony
hashtags included, we retained the existing gold
standard annotation for those tweets and only re-
annotated tweets initially marked as ironic.

3. Annotation & Guidelines

For the re-annotation process and agreement
study we enlisted three students of linguistics aged
18-25, as well as the principal investigator of this
paper. English language proficiency and capabil-
ity of detecting irony were evaluated for each anno-
tator in advance and proved to be sufficient. The
annotators were not specifically selected on demo-
graphic criteria, but their educational background
is an asset when assessing the linguistic expres-
sion of irony. In what follows, we provide more
details about the annotation procedure.
The first step in the annotation process is indicat-

ing how likely the text under investigation is ironic
(i.e. the irony likelihood). By using a 7-point Lik-
ert scale, which was found to be the optimal num-
ber for subjective rating (Cai et al., 2016), annota-
tors were able to indicate their confidence about
the irony annotation. This novelty merges the bi-
nary classification task with a confidence indica-
tor into the scalar annotation labels shown in Fig-
ure 1. As more labels generally imply a more com-
plex annotation scheme, we were aware of poten-
tially more annotator disagreement. Hence, when
deemed necessary, the fine-grained labels could
be merged to 5-point, 3-point or binary granularity.
In the second step of the annotation process, we

asked the annotators to indicate the words or to-
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kens that make the annotators believe the text is
ironic (i.e. trigger words). Trigger words can only
be indicated after an annotator has identified the
tweet as ironic (i.e. an irony likelihood of at least
5 was assigned). To streamline the conceptual un-
derstanding of irony as well as the content of these
trigger words, we instructed the annotators based
on linguistic theory for irony and sarcasm (Wilson
and Sperber, 2012; Riloff et al., 2013; Karoui et al.,
2017). As discussed in the motivation, irony is of-
ten based on a contradiction that consists of either
two literal components or one literal component
that contradicts with the knowledge we have from
the context or with common sense. Therefore, we
instructed the annotators to pay specific attention
to these contrasting components, which are also
referred to asmarkers (Karoui et al., 2017) or irony
activators (Cignarella et al., 2020). Of course, not
all expressions of irony consist of lexicalized con-
trasts. More subtle ironic comments can contain
absurd nonsensical statements and gross under-
statements or exaggerations, as well as gener-
ally inadequate reactions. Gino D’Acampo’s fa-
mous reaction “If my grandmother hadwheels, she
would have been a bike” is a great example of such
a reaction. In short, trigger words can express a
contradiction, an exaggeration, a rhetorical ques-
tion, a false assertion or any other type of cre-
ative expression. In addition to these conceptual
guidelines, we provided liberal instructions regard-
ing the format of trigger annotations. In essence,
there were no restrictions concerning the length
nor the syntactic structure of trigger words. Our
only directive was for annotators to keep linguistic
units, such as phrases and clauses, intact and to
omit redundant specifications. In the example “I
love it when my paper gets rejected based on one
bad review”, the subject “I” and the specification
that it is “my” paper are not of significant impor-
tance. Similarly, the annotator may consider the
reason of the rejection irrelevant to decide whether
this tweet is ironic. Finally, punctuation could be
designated as irony triggers if they conveyed se-
mantic meaning rather than serving a purely gram-
matical function. Prominent examples are the ex-
pression of frustration or impatience through com-
bined or flooded punctuation marks, such as“?!”,
“!!!” or “...”.

4. Annotator Agreement Study

To assess the validity of our annotation scheme,
we conducted an annotator agreement study on
a subset of 200 tweets annotated by all four an-
notators. As mentioned in Section 2, we only re-
annotated tweets that were labeled as ironic (when
containing the irony hashtags) for the SemEval-
2018 data set. Considering that the tweets were

collected using an irony-related hashtag, we ex-
pect the relative number of ironic instances to be
high in this data set. Furthermore, given that previ-
ous annotation found those hashtags are required
to identify the irony in 52% of the tweets, the re-
annotation of this set is inherently challenging.

4.1. Irony Likelihood
Table 1 displays the agreement scores for the
irony likelihood annotations on a 7-point Likert
scale. For completeness, we calculated the corre-
lations with Fleiss’ Kappa (Fleiss, 1971) and Krip-
pendorff’s Alpha (Krippendorff, 2011) for all anno-
tators, as well as pairwise Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen,
1960) and AC2 (Gwet, 2011) scores.1 All agree-
ment scores, except for Cohen’s kappa, show a
high agreement for initial annotation on a 7-point
scale.2 Consequently, we infer a moderate to
good agreement for the irony likelihood estimation
task.
Merging the fine-grained labels into fewer

coarse-grained categories gradually reduces the
agreement scores, as shown in Table 1. When
moving from a 7-point scale to a 5-point scale, we
chose to merge the outer categories “probably not
ironic” (1) + “definitely not ironic” (2) and “probably
ironic” (6) + “definitely ironic” (7). We reduced the
7-point scale to a 3-point scale in two ways. Op-
tion 1 (row 3) merges the outer categories (1 + 2
+ 3 = not ironic; 5 + 6 + 7 = ironic) and leaves a
single doubt label: “not sure” (4). Option 2 (row
4) merges labels 3, 4, and 5 (probably not + not
sure + probably ironic) into a single doubt cate-
gory and considers the two outer categories left
and right as not ironic and ironic, respectively. The
agreement results suggest that Option 2, combin-
ing the inner labels into one single doubt category,
is the preferable solution for three-label granular-
ity. Additionally, we combined the labels into two
categories, following the typical approach in re-
lated research for annotating and classifying irony.
This simplifies irony detection into a binary classi-
fication task. Based on the labeling scheme, this
leaves the choice whether label 4 (not sure) needs
to be included in the “ironic” (row 5) or the “not
ironic” (row 6) category. The agreement scores
indicate that it is more advisable to interpret label
4 as “not ironic” due to the significant decrease in
Cohen’s kappa, which offsets the 3% gain seen in
the other metrics.

1calculated using the irrCAC package (https://
github.com/kgwet/irrCAC)

2As shown in recent work, agreement metrics can re-
spond differently to label imbalance (Vach and Gerke,
2023). Whereas Cohen’s kappa tends to elevate with a
skewed label distribution favoring the lower scales, AC2,
Fleiss’ Kappa and Krippendorrf’s Alpha do the opposite.

https://github.com/kgwet/irrCAC
https://github.com/kgwet/irrCAC
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Figure 2 illustrates that individual annotators ex-
hibit different labeling patterns, with some being
inclined to select confident labels more frequently,
while others tend to exercise more caution, us-
ing the labels “rather (not) ironic” and “probably
(not) ironic” more frequently. Gradually merging
the outer labels results in a more consistent dis-
tribution among all annotators. The binary scale
shows that, across all 4 annotators, an average
of 29% of ironic tweets could no longer be iden-
tified as ironic. Compared to the initial SemEval
study, where all of these tweets were annotated as
ironic and contained irony hashtags, this indicates
that the annotators overestimated the importance
of the irony hashtag.

labels F. κ Kripp. α C. κ AC2
7-point .89 .89 .42 .89

1 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 7 .85 .85 .40 .85
1 2 3 | 4 | 5 6 7 .78 .78 .32 .78
1 2 | 3 4 5 | 6 7 .85 .85 .40 .85
1 2 3 | 4 5 6 7 .77 .77 .20 .77
1 2 3 4 | 5 6 7 .74 .74 .38 .74

Table 1: Agreement scores for the irony likelihood
annotation across 4 annotators. The 7-point scale
and all non-binary label merging strategies use or-
dinal weighting.

4.2. Trigger Word Annotation
To facilitate the comparison of trigger word anno-
tations, we first tokenize all tweets by splitting on
white spaces and punctuation characters before
converting them to vectors of binary values. In
these binary vectors, the ones indicate the pres-
ence of trigger words, as demonstrated in Exam-
ple 1.

Example 1
I love getting my papers rejected :’)
0 1 0 0 1 1 1

Before delving into the agreement study, we pro-
vide some general statistics about the trigger word
annotations in Table 2. Out of the 200 samples
used for the agreement study, the annotators iden-
tified between 110 and 158 of them as ironic, with
a likelihood of at least 5 on the 7-point scale. Trig-
ger words were only indicated for these samples.
Overall, these statistics indicate that the annota-
tion of trigger words was conducted consistently,
with just one annotator selecting a higher average
of 10.63 trigger words per tweet.
Related work on the agreement for span anno-

tation has observed that metrics that rely on exact
span edges tend to underestimate the agreement
for tasks where the span border can be subjec-
tive (Jacobs and Hoste, 2022; Lee and Sun, 2019).

Average Ironic Total
#Triggers Without Triggers ironic

Ann. 1 10.63 (62%) 1 153
Ann. 2 8.90 (46%) 24 110
Ann. 3 9.19 (53%) 14 158
Ann. 4 8.82 (50%) 22 147

Table 2: Average number of trigger words per an-
notator for each tweet (relative to tweet length be-
tween brackets) along with the number of ironic
tweets without trigger words and the total number
of ironic tweets. The average tweet length is 18
tokens.

Given that subjectivity is pertinent to our task as
well, a strict measure of span agreement would
lead to underestimation and misrepresentation of
the actual agreement. Consequently, we calcu-
late a variety of metrics with increasing degrees
of stringency. All metrics were calculated pairwise
and averaged over all annotator pairs for an over-
all agreement score.
The first evaluation criterion describes for how

many texts the trigger word annotations exhibit any
intersection, i.e., at least one word was indicated
as trigger word by both annotators. As shown
in Figure 3, this is the case for 78% of agreed-
upon ironic tweets. Second, we consider the recall,
which shows how many of the identified trigger
words are shared with the other annotator. This
shows that an average of 59% of indicated trigger
words were shared in the pairwise comparisons.
These two scores further confirm that there is a
general consensus on the trigger words, and the
discrepancy between them supports the hypothe-
sis that the border of the larger trigger spans are
more subjective.
Next, we utilize Hamming similarity to describe

the entire vectors (cf. Example 1).3 The average
similarity of 64%, also in Figure 3, indicates rea-
sonable agreement, considering the subjective na-
ture of the task. Finally, we apply two metrics that
penalize the abundance of trigger words labels:
Mean-Average Precision (Beitzel et al., 2009) and
Jaccard similarity coefficient. The average Mean
Average Precision (MAP) of 62% and Jaccard sim-
ilarity of 46% may seem modest, but these scores,
along with their notable standard deviations, align
with the expectations for this subjective task.
Altogether, we investigated a wide variety of

agreement measures for this task and thereby
present a nuanced evaluation of the trigger word

3Whereas Hamming distance measures the edit dis-
tance between the two vectors of binary values, we as-
sume this distance to be relative to the entire vector
length (i.e., number of tokens in a tweet) and convert
this into a similarity measure by taking 1 minus the Ham-
ming distance.
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Figure 2: Label distributions for each annotator according to different merging approaches (i.e. 7-point
scale to binary irony distinction).

Figure 3: Average of the pairwise agreement
scores and standard deviation for trigger word an-
notations across 4 annotators on subsets that both
annotators indicated as ironic.

annotation task. In the next section, these scores
will be used as an upper bound to compare to ex-
planations generated with our automatic systems.

5. Experiments

5.1. Irony Classification
As our agreement study supports the validity of our
novel annotation scheme, we proceed to explore
how these annotations affect automatic systems.
For our experimental corpus, we combine our fine-

grained annotations on the ironic tweets with the
remaining non-ironic tweets.
The label distribution for this complete anno-

tated corpus, performed by Annotator 1, is pre-
sented in Table 3. While this comprehensive an-
notation proves to be insightful, all benchmark sys-
tems are trained for binary classification. For com-
parison, we also train a system for binary classi-
fication after merging our fine-grained labels. As
discussed in Section 4, it seems preferable to con-
sider the labels 1-4 as not ironic and 5-7 as ironic,
which results in a total of 3060 (64%) genuine or
not ironic tweets and 1732 (36%) ironic tweets.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
n 2,778 26 179 77 271 437 1,024

Table 3: Distribution of the tweets (4,792 in total)
according to the 7-point scale of irony likelihood.

With these 4,792 binary labels, we fine-tuned
two language and domain-specific language mod-
els: BERTweet (Nguyen et al., 2020) and Twitter-
RoBERTa or T. RoBERTa (Barbieri et al., 2020).
For training and evaluation, we used the entire
corpus with stratified 10-fold cross-validation.4 All
models for this study are fine-tuned for 5 epochs
with a batch size of 8, 200 warm-up steps, evaluat-
ing every 200 steps using a learning rate of 4e-5,
optimizing with AdamW (with weight decay set to
0.04).
In addition, we compare the results to a simi-

lar model trained on the original SemEval annota-
tions. The main difference between the SemEval
gold labels and the ones in our study, is that the
former were assigned based on the presence of

4These models are publicly available on Hug-
ging Face through Amala3/TRoberta_Irony and
Amala3/BERTweet_Irony.
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irony hashtags, whereas all irony-related hash-
tags were discarded from our data set. Although
the SemEval annotators considered irony hash-
tags essential to recognize the irony in 52% of the
tweets (Van Hee et al., 2016), our re-annotation
without the hashtags showed that only 28% of
ironic tweets could not be identified as such with-
out the irony hashtag, which means that the anno-
tators overestimated the hashtag importance. For
fair evaluation, we exclude these tweets since, as
mentioned before, they were ironic in their original
form, but can no longer be recognized as such.
As shown in Table 4, BERTweet slightly out-

performs T. RoBERTa for both annotation setups.
While the macro F1-scores are similar, our new
annotation approach does outperform the system
based on the original SemEval annotations by 1%
macro F1 and 1.3% micro F1. However, the label-
specific scores show that our annotations (of the
same data) result in higher scores on the not-ironic
label and lower scores on the ironic label. We hy-
pothesize that this is connected to the minor la-
bel imbalance (64-36) we introduced with our ap-
proach compared to the balanced SemEval distri-
bution.

T. RoBERTa BERTweet

Our
not ironic .8261 .8313
ironic .7460 .7569
macro .7860 .7941
micro .7936 .8008

SemEval
not ironic .7855 .7981
ironic .7588 .7747
macro .7722 .7864
micro .7730 .7870

Table 4: F1-scores for fine-tuned BERT and
Roberta models using 10-fold CV on the SemEval
annotation setup, with a completely balanced dis-
tribution and our annotation setup, with 64% not
ironic and 36% ironic distribution.

Additionally, we evaluated the best performing
system (BERTweet) in the light of our fine-grained
annotations. As opposed to the first evaluation, we
now include the 665 tweets that were identified as
not ironic during re-annotation. As discussed in
section 4 and Figure 2, some annotators have a
stronger tendency to use the extreme labels (1 and
7) than others. To overcome this inconsistency,
we use the 5-point scale for this analysis. This
means the labels are grouped as follows: as 1+2
(high confidence not ironic), 3 (low confidence not
ironic), 4 (not sure), 5 (low confidence ironic) and
6+7 (high confidence ironic). In Figure 4, we dis-
play the accuracy for the labels on this five-point
scale. These results show that the system per-
forms better on the high confidence labels (1+2
and 6+7) and obtains lower scores on low confi-
dence labels (3 and 5).

Figure 4: Accuracy on the fine-grained labels.

Figure 5: Accuracy for increasing levels of dis-
agreement.

Finally, we further investigate how our system
performance relates to annotator disagreement by
evaluating on our agreement set as held-out test.
To this end, we trained a separate model for which
we excluded this set from the training data. To
reflect annotator disagreement, we propose the
following degrees of disagreement based on the
binary merging setup: complete agreement: all
annotators chose the same label, minor disagree-
ment: a single annotator did not select the major-
ity label, major disagreement: the annotators are
divided and there is no majority label. We then
proceeded to calculate the accuracy for each of
the annotators and present the averaged scores
in Figure 5. These results show that the system
achieves lower accuracy on samples where the
annotators disagree on the binary label. The stan-
dard deviation (vertical line) for the major disagree-
ment category indicates that the system models
irony in a way that is more similar to some annota-
tors than to others.
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5.2. Token Importance Comparison
One of the novelties we propose, is the annotation
of irony triggers. These are the linguistic expres-
sions that make annotators believe a text is ironic.
In this section, we explore to what extent we can
extract similar information from the trained models,
which would allow us to determine whether fine-
tuned language models employ reasoning that re-
sembles human rationale in identifying irony. To
address this research question, we utilize the held-
out test set of 200 tweets and the same system
we used for the held-out test scenario in the clas-
sification experiments. This allows us to compare
the model’s predictions to those of multiple annota-
tors, and hence to enhance the robustness of our
analysis.
In this study, we employ sub-token importance

attributions utilizing Layer Integrated Gradients5 to
represent the system’s trigger words. We do so,
because gradient-based explanations were found
to perform best for a variety of tasks (Atanasova
et al., 2020) and because this approach was
found to yield somewhat intuitive explanations for
irony in Dutch (Maladry et al., 2023a). We imple-
ment this importance attributions metric with the
transformers-interpret package6 .
To compare these sub-token numerical impor-

tance attributions to binary human token-level at-
tributions, several processing steps are necessary.
Firstly, we aggregate multiple sub-tokens that form
a single word or token, so we can compare them to
human word-level annotations. Secondly, we dis-
regard negative attributions that would indicate a
word would make a tweet “not ironic”. This choice
aligns with the intuition that a single word cannot
render a tweet non-ironic. Thirdly, we convert the
raw token-level attributions into relative values be-
tween 0 and 1. In Example 2, we illustrate the
effect of the aforementioned normalization steps
(excluding the merging of sub-tokens into word to-
kens). Here, HUM. indicates the human binary an-
notation, whereas INIT. indicates the initial impor-
tance attributions before normalization (NORM.).

Example 2
love getting my papers rejected :’)

HUM. 1 0 0 1 1 1
INIT. .66 -.06 .09 .36 .38 .49

NORM. .33 0 .05 .18 .19 .25

After conversion into a more uniform and intuitive
format, we can now evaluate how well these token

5This is an approach for system interpretability based
on Integrated Gradients (Sundararajan et al., 2017) that
accounts for feature impact throughout different model
layers.

6https://github.com/cdpierse/
transformers-interpret

importances align with human-indicated trigger
words.

Approach 1. First, we introduce a novel approach
for comparing the (normalized) numerical vector to
the human binary vector. For this approach, which
we will call Accumulated Precise Importance, we
sum the (normalized) numerical values associated
with the human-identified trigger words. The goal
of this approach is to evaluate how well the numer-
ical system attributions align with human trigger
words. As displayed in Table 5, this method re-
veals that, on average, the fine-tuned transformer
models only assign 53% of the total importance
scores to tokens that are important to humans. Al-
though the scores for 3 of our golden standards
are very similar, the maximum sum of 66% is sig-
nificantly higher than the average. This score was
achieved for the golden standard of Annotator 1,
who provided the system’s training labels. This dis-
crepancy suggests that, regardless of classifica-
tion performance, the system’s rationale is (more
than 20%) more similar to the annotator of the train
labels.

Avg. Min. Max.
T. RoBERTa .525 .359 .666
BERTweet .526 .405 .653

Table 5: Accumulated Precise Importance scores
for the two fine-tuned systems (averaged across
the four annotators and including theminimum and
maximum values) for Approach 1.

Approach 2. Whereas Approach 1 describes
how well the scores align with human agree-
ment, this still leaves the question “How well does
this human-system agreement compare to inter-
human agreement?”. To answer this question,
we convert the system’s numerical vector to a bi-
nary vector, which allows for a direct comparison
with the human-identified trigger words. We pro-
pose two methods for this conversion. For the
first method, we apply a pre-defined importance
threshold. As such, all tokens with attributions
composing at least x% of the total importance at-
tribution in the sentence are considered trigger
words and get the value ‘1’, while tokens with an
attribution below x% receive the value ‘0’. Exam-
ple 3 illustrates the attribution conversion with two
different thresholds applied: x = 20% and x= 10%,
respectively.

Example 3
love getting my papers rejected :’)

HUM. 1 0 0 1 1 1
NORM. .33 0 .05 .18 .19 .25
x=20% 1 0 0 0 0 1
x=10% 1 0 0 1 1 1

https://github.com/cdpierse/transformers-interpret
https://github.com/cdpierse/transformers-interpret
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We experimented with thresholds ranging be-
tween 10% and 1%. Applying a threshold of 10%
resulted in a modest average of 3 trigger words
per tweet (compared to an average gold standard
of 9 trigger words). Hence, we do not present the
scores for thresholds above 10%.
The second method for performing the conver-

sion involves assigning 1-values to the top-n to-
kens with the highest attributions. In this scenario,
we set n to match the number of trigger words
as identified in the corresponding gold standard,
as presented in Example 4, where the first vector
is the human annotation. As this approach is de-
signed to match the exact number of trigger words
of the human annotation, we assume this as the
ideal scenario for Approach 2. However, unlike
Approach 1, this cannot be implemented as a fully
automatic approach.

Example 4
love getting my papers rejected :’)

HUM. 1 0 0 1 1 1
NORM. .33 0 .05 .18 .19 .25
TOP-N 1 0 0 1 1 1

In Figure 6, we present the agreement scores
for Approach 2, where binary human vectors are
compared to binary system vectors by utilizing im-
portance thresholds on the one hand, and the num-
ber of human-indicated trigger words on the other.
We employ the same metrics as used to calculate
the inter-rater agreement (Section 4) and include
those as an upper bound for comparison.
Our analysis of the scores, which combine the

gold standards for all 4 annotators, shows that
the automatic systems are very likely to recognize
at least one of the human-indicated trigger words
(any intersection). As expected, lowering the im-
portance threshold improves the recall and Jac-
card similarity significantly. Around the token im-
portance thresholds of 2% the system indicates
about as many tokens as trigger words as the
human annotators. Although the topN approach
uses additional information about the gold stan-
dard, this only results in improved Hamming sim-
ilarity compared to the threshold approaches and
results in lower recall scores. While all scores, with
the exception of any intersection, are lower than
human performance, the difference with this upper
bound is not too large. This indicates that, given
the right thresholds, automatic systems can iden-
tify trigger words with relative success, consider-
ing the subjectivity of this task. The large standard
deviation in the scores for our automatic system is
mainly caused by the higher results for a single
Annotator. As the system was trained on annota-
tions by Annotator 1, the system reaches signifi-
cantly higher scores on their gold standard. This
suggests that the system models a rationale that

is more similar to the annotator it was trained for.
The collective results for these two approaches

suggest that our systems can identify trigger
words, but fail to estimate the importance quanti-
tatively (see the low Accumulated Precise Attribu-
tion). On the one hand, this could be connected
to the accuracy of the attribution metric, which re-
mains hard to untangle from the system impor-
tance. On the other hand, it could be the case that
the system fails to quantify the importances cor-
rectly because it is overly reliant on positive senti-
ment words and intensifiers, as was suggested by
recent work for irony detection on Dutch (Maladry
et al., 2023a,b).

6. Conclusion

In this study on the English SemEval 2018 irony
data set, we proposed a fine-grained annotation
scheme (3) that allows us to answer the ques-
tions “Is the text ironic?”, “How certain are you
about that assessment?” and “Why do you think
the text is ironic?”. Our analysis indicates strong
agreement for the irony likelihood annotation and
decent agreement for trigger word annotation (4).
In addition, we investigated the performance of
automatic systems on the same tasks. We eval-
uated this by checking the performance of fine-
tuned transformer models for binary classification
in light of our fine-grained labels (5.1) and by ex-
ploring to what extent the importance attributions
of those systems align with human-identified trig-
ger words (5.2). The evaluation of system perfor-
mance revealed that our fine-grained annotations
allow for slightly improved modeling of irony in au-
tomatic systems. In addition, our fine-tuned sys-
tems perform better on high-confidence and high-
agreement samples compared to samples anno-
tated with a lower confidence and provoking more
inter-rater disagreement. The evaluation of trig-
ger word detection suggests that automatic sys-
tems still assign a significant proportion of the to-
tal attribution to non-trigger word tokens. How-
ever, once the appropriate thresholds for minimum
importance are identified, these systems can be-
come more successful at identifying the important
words in an ironic utterance and can reach agree-
ment scores that are closer to human IAA scores.
For future work, our fine-grained annotations

could be used to train a regression system that pre-
dicts the irony likelihood. Using these nuanced la-
bels, the system output becomesmoremeaningful
for a final user or when incorporated into systems
for sentiment or emotion analysis. Additionally, it
would be relevant to investigate what token types
(emoji’s, punctuation, adjectives or adverbs) are
assigned high importances and evaluate how this
compares to human-identified trigger words.
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Figure 6: Agreement results for Approach 2. The figure is based on the results for BERTweet, but the
results are almost identical for T. RoBERTa. Note that human presents the IAA scores from Figure 3.

Limitations

As irony is inherently subjective, and we only have
access to limited data context, our approach is lim-
ited to making approximations regarding whether
the tweets are genuinely ironic. In this paper, we
do not directly address the matter of context re-
quirements. Instead, we focus on identifying irony
in a constrained information setting, devoid of con-
versation context or knowledge about the tweet au-
thor’s background, which is valuable information
for humans.
The primary limitation of this paper is the fact

that we do not provide irony annotations of the full
corpus for multiple annotators. Moreover, the sub-
jectivity and complexity of the trigger word analysis
didn’t allow us to calculate a true statistical corre-
lation between machine-based token importances
and human-annotated trigger words for irony. Ad-
ditionally, the results of our study are tied to the
specific data set, which consists of a specific type
of irony realized within a specific genre (i.e. mi-
croblogs) and style (i.e. with a limited number
of characters and often self-indicated using hash-
tags). Ideally, one would prefer to train, and es-
pecially evaluate using a corpus containing ironic
samples as they are found “in the wild”.

Ethical Considerations

In addition to the authors of this article, stu-
dent workers were employed for the annotation
work. All hired workers have received a contract
and a monetary compensation and for their work.
As suggested by previous work (Loakman et al.,
2023), it is good practice to report on the char-
acteristics of the annotators to identify potential
bias in the annotations. Therefore, we include the
following description: the annotators involved are
three male students in linguistics and the first au-
thor of this paper. Three out of four annotators
have Dutch as their native language and the fourth
annotator is a native speaker of Italian.
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